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Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC), USA Order No. 2222: A New
Day for Distributed Energy Resources
FERC, USA Order No. 2222 will help usher in the electric grid of the future and
promote competition in electric markets by removing the barriers preventing
distributed energy resources (DERs) from competing on a level playing field in
the organized capacity, energy and ancillary services markets run by regional grid
operators.
This rule enables DERs to participate alongside traditional resources in the regional
organized wholesale markets through aggregations, opening US organized wholesale
markets to new sources of energy and grid services. It will help provide a variety of
benefits including: lower costs for consumers through enhanced competition, more
grid flexibility and resilience, and more innovation within the electric power industry.
This rule allows several sources of distributed electricity to aggregate in order to
satisfy minimum size and performance requirements that each may not be able to
meet individually.
Regional grid operators must revise their tariffs to establish DERs as a category of
market participant. These tariffs will allow the aggregators to register their resources
under one or more participation models that accommodate(s) the physical and
operational characteristics of those resources. Each tariff must set a size requirement
for resource aggregations that do not exceed 100 kW.
The tariffs also must address technical considerations such as locational requirements
for DER aggregations; distribution factors and bidding parameters; information and
data requirements; metering and telemetry requirements; and coordination among
the regional grid operator, the DER aggregator, the distribution utility and the relevant
retail regulatory authority.
The rule also directs the grid operators to allow DERs that participate in one or
more retail programs to participate in its wholesale markets and to provide multiple
wholesale services, but to include any appropriate, narrowly designed restrictions
necessary to avoid double counting.
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Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), USA Order No. 2222: A
New Day for Distributed Energy Resources (Contd...)
The rule does not allow retail regulatory authorities to broadly prohibit DERs from participating in the regional markets. But it does allow
retail regulators to continue prohibitions against distributed energy aggregators bidding the demand response of retail customers into
the regional markets. The rule also establishes a small utility opt-in. Specifically, it prohibits grid operators from accepting bids from the
aggregation of customers of small utilities whose electric output was 4 million megawatt-hours or less in the preceding fiscal year, unless
the relevant retail regulatory authority for a small utility allows such participation. The rule explains that state and local authorities remain
responsible for the interconnection of individual DERs for the purpose of participating in wholesale markets through a DER aggregation.
When will this rule take effect?
Order No. 2222 takes effect 90 days after publication in the Federal Register (September 17, 2020). Grid operators must make compliance
filings to FERC within 270 days of the effective date. Each compliance filing must propose an implementation plan appropriately tailored for
its region and must outline how the final rule will be implemented in a timely manner.
Source: https://www.ferc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-09/E-1-facts.pdf
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Smart Grid Updates: Policy, Regulations & Standards
INDIA
Delhi to Disburse Subsidies Within Two Days of Electric Vehicle
Purchase
The Delhi government is likely to roll out subsidy scheme under
its newly launched electric vehicle (EV) policy. The government
plans to pay the subsidies within two days to eligible EV buyers
in Delhi through a software developed by the ICICI Bank. The EV
sellers have to register themselves with the Transport Department
of the Delhi Government to process incentives on EVs. The EV
sellers will have to add details about consumers on the software
on the sale of EVs. The government will credit the incentives in the
bank account of EV buyers after the authentication of the motor
licensing officer. Read More: https://bit.ly/2GfMKXn
Amendment in Land Policy for Solar and Wind Projects in
Gujarat
The state government of Gujarat
For renewable energy
has issued amendments to its
parks, the land lease
wasteland allotment policy for
tenure will be 40
wind, solar, and hybrid (wind
years
and solar) power projects.
According to the amendments,
the renewable power project developers selected by the Solar
Energy Corporation of India (SECI) will have to commit to install
of 50% of the total generation capacity in three years and 100%
in five years. The park developer can sub-lease it to any other
project developer after developing the park or can choose to be
the project developer. In either case, the park developer would
be liable to pay the rent to the government. Further, the park
developer will have to submit an amount of INR 200,000 (~USD
2,717)/MW within one month of the approval of the land allotment.
Read More: https://bit.ly/3jyCLL1
Andhra Pradesh Government Allots Over 1,454 Acres of Land
to Set Up Solar Projects
Andhra Pradesh Environmentally
Govt. of Andhra
friendly Electricity Company Ltd
Pradesh reduced
(APGECL) has been allocated
land lease rentals on
approx.1,454 acres of land for
government
lands to
implementing solar projects. In
INR
(6.7
US
Cents)
/
August 2020, the Govt. of Andhra
acre
Pradesh issued an order allowing
the exemption of stamp obligation and reduction in the registration
cost for lands for the improvement of solar projects. The
registration fee has been reduced to INR 1 (USD.01) on every INR
1,000 (USD 13.37) of the value of the documents on land deeds
entered by APGECL with landowners. The state recently issued an
order with guidelines to implement its 10 GW solar power project
which aims to provide nine hours of free electricity during the day
to farmers without increasing the financial burden on the state’s
distribution utilities.Read More: https://bit.ly/3juY3cl
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MNRE Proposes Centralized Tendering for 450,000 Solar
Pumps Under KUSUM Program
The Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy (MNRE) has
proposed initiating a centralized
tendering
process
for
the
current year’s target of 450,000
standalone solar pumps under
Component B of the Pradhan

The ministry
is planning to
install 1.75 million
standalone solar
water pumps by the
year 2022

Mantri Kisan Urja Suraksha evam Utthan Mahabhiyan (PMKUSUM) program. The ministry has invited suggestions and
comments from all stakeholders on issues like participation
in the tender, technical and financial requirements, number
of vendors to be empaneled in each category, cluster wise
bidding, minimum capacity allocation to the lowest bidder, and
contract performance guarantee requirements, among others.
Read More: https://bit.ly/3iuBmUx
Consumers in India may Get Rights to Minimum Standards of
Service
Consumers across the country may soon get the right to a
minimum standard of service for the supply of electricity if the
Draft Electricity (Rights of Consumers) Rules, 2020 becomes a
reality. The onus for ensuring this minimum standard will be on the
power distribution company (Discom), the proposed rules said. The
Discom is supposed to create a web portal and mobile app for the
submission of online application forms. It will also be mandatory
for the Discom to display measures to access commonly sought
services and to provide an online resolution for the same.
Read More:  https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4676
Power Ministry Issues Draft Rules for Change in Law to Allow
Quick Compensation to Power Plants
The Ministry of Power (MoP)
Renewable power
has drafted new electricity rules
plants, if served
to allow quick compensation
curtailment notices
to power plants for additional
by distribution
costs arising due to change in
utilities 24 hours
law events or modifications in
consents or licenses associated
in advance, shall
with the projects. The Ministry
mandatorily sell
has proposed a pass-through
that unscheduled
mechanism that will allow power
electricity in power
project developers to modify
exchanges
tariffs to compensate for any
change in law events within 30 days without the need to file
petitions with regulatory bodies. As per the proposed rules, parties
affected by a change in law event must be restored to the same
economic position as before the event by way of adjustments to
the monthly tariff. Read More: https://bit.ly/36vmO4H
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Smart Grid Updates (Contd...)
Government Extends Timeline
Components

for

Localization

of

EV

The Ministry of Heavy Industries
The effective date for
and Public Enterprises (MHIPE)
the indigenization of
has extended the effective
multiple items and
date for the indigenization
components across
of xEV (hybrid, plug-in, and
fuel-cell
electric
vehicles)
xEV categories in the
components under its Phased
ministry’s list has
Manufacturing
Program
been shifted to April
(PMP). These items included
1, 2021
electric compressors, heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning systems, traction battery packs,
DC converter, electric throttles, among others. The notification
was issued to all the testing agencies under the second phase
of the government’s Faster Adoption and Manufacturing
of Electric Vehicles in India (FAME India Phase II) program.
Read More: https://bit.ly/3laJzPo
Ministry of Power Readies Framework to Privatize Distribution
Licensees
The Ministry of Power (MoP)
This move is part
has issued draft standard bidding
of the ministry’s
documents to select bidders
attempt
to accelerate
for acquiring a majority stake
private
sector
in distribution licensees for
participation in
the distribution and retail sale
power distribution
of electricity. According to the
standard bidding documents, the
across the country
assets of the existing distribution
licensee will be transferred to the new entity at state electricity
regulatory commission’s (SERC) approved net asset value. The
overall process will include a review of the existing structure and
the decision on the need for the creation of a special purpose
vehicle (SPV) in which the selected bidder will acquire equity
stakes. Read More: https://bit.ly/3d0d97b

INTERNATIONAL
China’s New Framework to Boost Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicles
The finance ministry of the
People’s Republic of China has
issued a notice about launching
demonstration applications of fuel
cell vehicles. The notice about
new policies to support hydrogen
fuel cell vehicles focuses on
improving the country’s supply
chain and technology. Cities that
fall under the demonstration
cluster
would
focus
on
technological innovation, identify
application scenarios, and build a
complete industrial supply chain.
They are expected to build a fuel

The notice is a joint
effort by the Ministry
of Finance, the
Ministry of Industry
and Information
Technology, the
Ministry of Science
and Technology,
the Development
and Reform
Commission, and
the National Energy
Administration
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cell vehicle industry supply chain and promote technology research
and development and industrialization of all links in the chain.
Read More: https://bit.ly/36v1dcq
The Central and South-Eastern European Energy Connectivity
High-Level Group Reinforces Regional Cooperation
The COVID-19 pandemic has
The CESEC
caused
significant
economic
framework
will
and social damage to the
continue
its
mission
European economies, affecting
and contribute
many sectors, including the
identifying
the right
countries of the Central and
South-Eastern European energy
priorities in the
connectivity
(CESEC)
region.
region for energy
The European Commission has
investments and
proposed Next Generation EU, a
implementing new
recovery plan for Europe, based
projects to support a
on harnessing the full potential
green recovery.
of the EU budget to mobilise
private investment. Investment in the energy sector supporting
the profound transformation to achieve climate neutrality by
mid-century, building on the European Green Deal, can make
a significant contribution to the recovery programme, offer
an opportunity to bring stimulus to the European economies
and create opportunities for growth and employment.
Read More: https://bit.ly/2SsYbxm
California’s Interconnection Rules Open Doors to Flexible
Solar-Storage, Vehicle-to-Grid Charging
The
California
Public
It orders utilities to
Utilities
Commission
develop
processes to allow
approved revisions (PDF)
to Rule 21, which sets fast-track interconnection
of DER projects that
interconnection
policies
use “limited generation
for everything from netmetered solar to largeprofiles” to modify their
scale generators that could
impact on the grid
allow distributed energy
resources (DERs) to play a more active role on the California
grid. The changes include ways for battery-backed solar systems
to incorporate their inherent flexibility into the grid, not by being
aggregated as a virtual power plant or as a non-wires alternative
to grid upgrades, but as a precondition of their interconnection.
This in turn, could help solve growing problems for California,
like grid voltage imbalances caused by distributed solar
systems or grids being overloaded by EV chargers or batteries.
Read More: https://bit.ly/36sY3pL
Greece Likely to Spend USD 5.9 Billion for Lignite Phase-out
Greece is likely to spend USD
Greece is scheduled
5.9 billion to neutralize the
to abandon solid
economic impact of phasing off
fossil
fuels by 2028
lignite-based power generation.
The partially state-owned refinery and oil marketing company,
Hellenic Petroleum (HELPE) has applied for a 75 million euro (USD
89.11 million) loan from the European Bank for Reconstruction
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Smart Grid Updates (Contd...)
and Development (EBRD) for building a 204 MW solar park near
the country’s lignite mining region. The solar power project will
be critical to Greece’s decarbonisation plans that envisage the
decommissioning of the country’s lignite-fired generation projects
by 2028. Read More: https://bit.ly/2GpZ3Ab
South Africa’s DMRE Issues RFP for Emergency Power
Procurement Program
The Department of Mineral Resources and Energy (DMRE) has
issued the Request for Proposals (RFP) for the Risk Mitigation
Independent Power Producers Procurement Program (RMIPPPP).
The RMIPPPP is a direct response to the short-term electricity

supply gap as identified in the
The RFP is designed
Integrated Resource Plan of 2019
to support
(IRP 2019). The objective of the
Broad
Based
RMIPPPP is, not only to alleviate
Black
Economic
the current electricity supply
Empowerment
constraints, but also, to reduce the
initiatives including
utilization of diesel-based peaking
electrical generators. The program
ownership and
seeks to procure 2000 MW from
localization
a range of energy sources and
technologies. All power procured under this program is expected
to be fully operational by not later than the end of June 2022.
Read More: https://bit.ly/30xpivC

Smart Grid Updates: Technology & Projects
GRID MODERNIZATION
Hitachi ABB Power Grids Offers Transformer Digitalization
Hitachi ABB Power Grids launched an open and scalable ecosystem
for digitalization of transformers called TXpert Ecosystem, the
firm said yesterday. The manufacturer-agnostic system will offer
millions of dollars in savings through greater flexibility, efficiency,
and resilience in electricity networks, it added. The ecosystem is
a complete suite of products, software, services, and solutions
that work together and can integrate with new and existing digital
equipment from other manufacturers. It was designed to deliver
data-driven intelligence and decision making in the operations and
maintenance of transformers and power grids, the firm said. At
the heart of the ecosystem is the TXpert Hub – a data monitoring
and diagnostics device that also provides connectivity. Designed
as an open platform, it is capable of integrating multiple sets of
data from TXpert-ready sensors from diverse manufacturers,
simplifying the digitalization of transformers in compliance with
modern communication and stringent cybersecurity standards.
Read More: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4723

SMART METERING
SSEF Approved Grant to ISGF for Assisting DISCOMs in
Gujarat, India for AMI Rollout
ISGF with support from Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation
is undertaking a Study for Gujarat to ‘Enable an Electric Utility
to leverage Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) Roll-out to
reduce Aggregate Technical & Commercial (AT&C) Losses’.The
study will include a detailed assessment of the current scenario
in the DISCOMs with respect to metering, billing and collections;
energy accounting; and AT&C losses. It will help the assessment
of DISCOM’s preparedness in terms of technical and managerial
capabilities and enabling ecosystem to derive full benefits of AMI
and other challenges. Technology selection guidelines will be
created with a system integration framework. The study will also
prepare cost estimates and cost-benefit analysis and business
models to finance the AMI project. Customer engagement
strategies and outreach mechanisms will be discussed with risk
mitigation mechanisms for all stakeholders.
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Irish Utility to Deploy 2.4 Million Smart Meters Using EIB
Funding
Irish utility ESB Networks has secured a €150 million ($179.5
million) loan from the European Investment Bank (EIB) to fund its
smart meters project. The smart meters will be deployed in phases
with up to 2.4 million units set to be installed by 2024.The smart
meters will be deployed as part of the National Smart Metering
Programme which is a key part of the Irish government’s National
Climate Action Plan. The 15-year loan will ensure the completion
of meter rollout in Cork, Laois and Kildare counties which was
started in Autumn 2019. Up to 200k units are expected to be
installed by the end of 2020 and 500k to be deployed per annum.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4690
Romanian Utility Selects Telco for Smart Grid Data Telemetry
Romanian utility Distributie Energie Oltenia, a subsidiary of CEZ
Group, has partnered with telco Intrarom to implement a smart
grid and communications pilot project. Intrarom, the Romanian
subsidiary of Intracom Telecom Group, will provide a subsystem
for measuring and transmitting information from single and threephase intelligent meters and data concentrators. The telco will also
install and commission the system for the utility of customers in
seven countries in the Oltenia region. The project falls under efforts
by the CEZ Group to modernise its grid network by investing in
technologies such as smart metering. The pilot includes the
installation of 10,000 smart meters, filters and data concentrators.
Intrarom successfully cooperated with two subcontractors ADD
Grup Moldova and ADREM Invest. The project system for measuring
and transmitting data from meters, consisting of single-phase or
three-phase smart meters and data concentrators, is the second
project that ADD Grup and Intrarom have implemented at DEO.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4691
Adani Invites Bids to Implement Smart Group Metering for its
Power Consumers in Mumbai
Adani Electric Mumbai Limited (AEML) has issued a tender to
implement a smart metering solution in its power distribution
area of 700,000 consumers in the east division in Mumbai.
Interested bidders are expected to make an earnest money
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Technology & Projects (Contd...)
deposit (EMD) of `25 million (~$0.33 million). The last date
for bid submission is September 14, 2020. The tender stated
that bids would only be accepted in electronic format. Adani
is planning to implement an automatic metering infrastructure
(AMI) solution for 700,000 meters to smart group metering by
setting up RF (radio frequency) communication canopy network
across its distribution area spanning over 99 square kilometres.
The scope of work includes the implementation of smart group
metering. The bidders need to supply, install, test, commission
and provide training of RF communication canopy network
elements, RF nodes, group, and standalone smart meters, group
smart meter cabin and field maintenance services, head-end
system, meter data management system, customer portal and
its integrations with the existing AEML systems along with IT
infrastructure on the cloud. Bidders have to maintain the entire
solution for ten years, and it must be scalable up to 3 million.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4692
MPPKVVCL in India to Expand Smart Meter Rollout with 350k
Order
Indian state utility Madhya Pradesh Paschim Kshetra Vidyut Vitaran
Company Ltd (MPPKVVCL) has ordered some 350,000 Omnimesh
modules from UK firm CyanConnode. The orders were made via
M.P. Smart Grid Private Limited, which is the project special purpose
vehicle formed by India Power Corporation Ltd. The modules will
be deployed under the utility’s smart metering programme in the
towns of Ujjain, Dewas, Ratlam, Mhow and Khargone. The order
follows MPWZ previously partnering with CyanConnode for the
provision of 120,000 modules in two transactions. This means
MPWZ will have a total of 470,000 CyanConnode modules as
part of efforts to improve services for its 3 million customers.
Under the order, CyanConnode will supply RF Mesh and cellular
communications modules, gateways, head-end software (HES) and
associated services, together with an annual maintenance contract
for five years. This is the first Indian order where the Omnimesh
HES will be deployed to communicate with both RF Mesh and
Cellular enabled smart-meters. The smart meters, which are being
supplied by existing partners, will be deployed over thirty months,
with initial deliveries commencing in the third quarter of 2020.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4693

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Kerala State Electricity Board (KSEB’s) First Electric Vehicle
Charging Station Set up in Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, India
Kerala, in its bid to strengthen the state’s electric vehicle sector,
has completed the construction of KSEB’s first EV charging station
in Thiruvananthapuram’s Nemom.   The Kerala State Electricity
Board envisages 250 EV charging stations across the state, with a
charging capacity of 80-kilowatts, at least three cars can be plugged
in at one go and also promises full charge in 45 minutes to one
hour. The first such charging station has been built at Nemom’s
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KSEB office. The stations will
have plug points suiting all the
electric vehicles available in the
country. The project is being
implemented using government
funds and is in accordance with
state and central-level standards.
Work is progressing in Kollam,
Ernakulam, Thrissur, Kozhikode,
and Kannur districts to open
charging stations as the project’s
first phase.   Read More: https://
indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.
php?id=4695

The KSEB envisages
250 EV charging
stations across
the state, with a
charging capacity
of 80-kilowatts, at
least three cars can
be plugged in at one
go and also promises
full charge in 45
minutes to one hour

California to Add 38,000 Electric Vehicle Charging Stations
California will get 38,000 more electric vehicle charging stations
after the Public Utilities Commission voted for Southern California
Edison’s Charge Ready 2 program. The power utility’s program
involves $442 million in investments, of which the bulk would go
towards building charging infrastructure. The program is part of
California’s stated goal to reduce emissions by 40 percent from
1990 levels by 2030, and by 80 percent by 2050. California is the
largest EV market in the United States, with EV sales accounting
for as much as 46.8 percent of the total in 2018. The state has a
target of as many as 5 million electric cars by 2030, but if it to reach
it, it would need to put a lot more effort into encouraging EV buying
to date, there are some 5,37,000 EVs on the roads in California.
Read More: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4696
Fully Electric Inner-City Delivery Vehicle to be Made in the UK
Electric vehicle manufacturer,
Volta Trucks, has revealed its
new fully electric 16-tonne
commercial vehicle designed
specifically for inner-city parcel
and freight distribution. The
Volta Zero will start undertaking
operator trials with some of
Europe’s largest parcel delivery
and logistics companies in the

By the end of 2022,
Volta Trucks aims to
have built around
500 customerspecification
vehicles, rising to
5,000 vehicles a year
by 2025

first half of next year. In the first half of 2021, Volta Trucks will
embark on the next stage of development, being the production
of 12 pilot fleet vehicles. Production of the Volta Zero is due to
commence in 2022 and investigations are ongoing to secure
a contract manufacturing partner to assist with production.
By the end of 2022, Volta Trucks aims to have built around 500
customer-specification vehicles, rising to 5,000 vehicles a year
by 2025, and increasing thereafter. The driver of a Volta Zero
has a wide 220-degrees of direct vision around the vehicle.
Read More: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4697
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ENERGY STORAGE
Australian Gold Mine Goes 50% Renewable-Powered with
Addition of Battery Storage
A lithium-ion battery energy storage system (BESS) supplied by
French manufacturer and system integrator Saft has enabled a gold
mine in Australia to meet more than 50% of its energy demand
with renewable energy. Power station operating company EDL
has implemented what is already thought to be Australia’s biggest
microgrid operating on hybrid renewable sources - combining wind
and solar - along with gas / diesel engines for backup. The system
has a combined capacity of 56MW including 13MW of battery
storage and is at Agnew Gold Mine, Western Australia, owned and
operated by mining company Gold Fields.
The 13 MW / 4 MWh battery storage system, based on six
containerised Saft Intensium Max+ 20M megawatt-scale
battery storage units allows EDL’s microgrid to integrate
variable renewable energy including 4MW of solar and 18MW
of wind while maintaining power quality. It is also thought
to be the first Australian mine microgrid to incorporate
wind power. It also uses a 21 MW thermal power engine.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4698
Prototype Gravity-Based Energy Storage System Begins
Construction
Scottish
company
called
Similar concept
Gravitricity has now broken
was
proposed by
ground on a demonstrator facility
Switzerland
based
for a creative new system that
EnergyVault
2
years
stores energy in the form of
ago
gravity by lifting and dropping
huge weights. If you coil a spring,
you’re loading it with potential energy, which is released when you
let it go. Gravitricity works on the same basic principle, except in
this case the springs are 500- to 5,000-tonne weights. Gravitricity
says that these units could have peak power outputs of between
1 and 20 MW, and function for up to 50 years with no loss of
performance. Able to go from zero to full power in under a second,
the system can quickly release its power payload in as little as 15
minutes or slow it down to last up to eight hours. To recharge this
giant mechanical battery, electricity from renewable sources power
the winches to lift the weights back to the top. In all, the system
has an efficiency of between 80 and 90 percent.Gravitricity is now
in the early stages of constructing a demonstrator facility to test
out the concept next year. The tower will stand 16 m (52.5 ft) tall,
lifting and dropping two 25-tonne weights in order to generate 250
kW. Testing of this facility is due to begin in (northern hemisphere)
spring 2021, and a full-scale 4-MW project will begin later that year.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4699
Azelio to Deploy Over 65 MW of Energy Storage in India
Sweden’s Azelio AB plans to install more than 65 MW of energy
storage systems in India until 2025 in cooperation with local
renewable energy producer Atria Power. The two companies
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have entered into a memorandum of understanding (MoU) to
outline the terms of the collaboration, which marks Azelio’s
first operation in the country. The pair will start with smallscale commercial installations of 100 kW in 2021 and proceed
with larger projects with an expected total of 12 MW in 2023,
18 MW in 2024 and 35 MW in 2025. The cooperation with
Azelio will help Atria expand its domestic business offering.
It will use its partner’s technology to store energy and deliver
both electricity and heat to its customers as well as potable
water and cooling for rural villages and communities in India.
At present, Atria Power has 522 MW of operational renewable
energy plants, including 373 MW of wind farms and 100 MW of
solar parks. The company is also developing a further 350 MW.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4700
SECI Announces 100 MW Solar Tender with Battery Energy
Storage in Chhattisgarh
The Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI) has invited bids for
a 100 MW (AC) solar power project along with a 50 MW/150
MWh battery energy storage system (BESS). The project is slated
to be developed at Rajnandgaon in Chhattisgarh. Apart from the
design, engineering, supply, construction, and commissioning
of the project, the contract will also include operation and
maintenance activities for ten years. As per the tender document,
SECI has applied for financing from the World Bank and intends
to apply part of the proceeds toward the payments for the
project. The last date for the submission of bids is October 27,
2020, and the pre-bid meeting will take place on September
29, 2020. The bidder should have experience in engineering,
procurement, and construction (EPC) of ground-mounted solar
power projects of a cumulative capacity of at least 50 MW or
at least two projects having an individual capacity of 10 MW in
the last five years. The projects should have been in operation
for at least six months before the last date of bid submission.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4701

RENEWABLE ENERGY AND MICROGRIDS
Latin America Set for Renewable Energy Boom
According to Rystad Energy, Latin America is emerging as a green
powerhouse, with some of the strongest renewable capacity
growth expected globally in the coming years. With auctions
already adopted throughout Latin America, Rystad Energy expects
the region’s 49 GW of renewable capacity will skyrocket to 123
GW by 2025, with the biggest increases coming from Brazil,
Mexico, Chile, Colombia and Argentina. All five countries have held
renewable energy auctions for years, generating a mammoth 50
GW roadmap for Brazil and a 40 GW roadmap for Mexico. With
prices dropping to the mid-US$20’s per MWh, and even as low
as US$18 per MWh in Brazil, auctions are likely to move forward
in most countries despite pandemic-related delays. However,
it should be noted that the future of Mexico’s auction remains
unclear after recent political tumult.   The low prices combined
with great land availability have led to increasing competition,
giving rise to a wave of mega projects. Rystad Energy expects
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the popularity of mega capacity projects will continue, making
up around 70% of wind and solar assets in the region by 2025.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4703
Wireless Device makes Clean Fuel from Sunlight, CO2 and
Water
Researchers have developed a standalone device that converts
sunlight, carbon dioxide and water into a carbon-neutral fuel,
without requiring any additional components or electricity. The
device, developed by a team from the University of Cambridge,
is a significant step toward achieving artificial photosynthesis -a process mimicking the ability of plants to convert sunlight into
energy. It is based on an advanced photosheet technology and
converts sunlight, carbon dioxide and water into oxygen and formic
acid -- a storable fuel that can be either be used directly or be
converted into hydrogen. The wireless device could be scaled up
and used on energy farms similar to solar farms, producing clean fuel
using sunlight and water. Harvesting solar energy to convert carbon
dioxide into fuel is a promising way to reduce carbon emissions
and transition away from fossil fuels. However, it is challenging
to produce these clean fuels without unwanted by-products.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4704
Solar Cycle 25 is here, Explained NASA, NOAA Scientists
Solar Cycle 25 has begun. During a media event on Tuesday,
experts from NASA and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) discussed their analysis and predictions
about the new solar cycle – and how the coming upswing in space
weather will impact our lives and technology on Earth, as well as
astronauts in space.
The Solar Cycle 25 Prediction Panel, an international group of
experts co-sponsored by NASA and NOAA, announced that solar
minimum occurred in December 2019, marking the start of a new
solar cycle. Because our Sun is so variable, it can take months
after the fact to declare this event. Scientists use sunspots to track
solar cycle progress; the dark blotches on the Sun are associated
with solar activity, often as the origins for giant explosions – such
as solar flares or coronal mass ejections – which can spew light,
energy, and solar material into space. “As we emerge from solar
minimum and approach Cycle 25’s maximum, it is important
to remember solar activity never stops; it changes form as the
pendulum swings,” said Lika Guhathakurta, solar scientist at the
Heliophysics Division at NASA Headquarters in Washington DC.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4681
Puerto Rico Approves Utility Plan with Microgrid Mandate
After two years of debate and planning, Puerto Rico finally
appears positioned to re-create its electric grid with microgrids and
renewable energy, mandated in a new utility integrated resource
plan (IRP). The mandate came from the Puerto Rico Energy
Bureau, the island’s chief energy regulator, in late August. Utility
IRPs are guiding documents produced by US utilities to determine
the least-cost way to manage gaps between existing resources
and future needs. PREPA has been working on this version of its
IRP since March 2018.
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Microgrids became a big part of island reconstruction after
its entire grid failed from the onslaught of Hurricane Maria in
September 2017. But much of the microgrid development
has been piecemeal, done by private, federal or non-profit
sources to help schools, hospitals, businesses and remote
communities. Now, however, the bureau has ruled that microgrids
must be a central part of the grid planning by the island’s
utility, the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority’s (PREPA).
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4707
Microgrid Power Solution Delivered to Peruvian Copper Mine
Caterpillar dealer Ferreyros has been selected by Ferrenergy,
Ferreycorp’s energy company in Peru, to provide a microgrid
power system for the Agromin La Bonita underground copper
mine in Acarí, Peru. Supplied by Ferreyros to support a power
purchase agreement between Ferrenergy and the operators
of the Agromin La Bonita mine, the system includes more than
2,400 ground-mounted photovoltaic solar modules. Together,
they will supply a total of over 960 kW of energy, twelve 75
kW power inverters, a 1.5 MVA power transformer, and a
500-meter medium-voltage transmission line. The solution will
help to provide power around the clock for mine lighting and
ventilation, ore processing, and workforce accommodations.
This follows a trend in the mining sector to rely on on-site
renewable energy to provide a cost-effective and reliable power
supply, especially for mine sites that operate off the grid.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4708

SMART CITIES
Demonstration Experiment of Smart City Solutions in Osaka
Using MinebeaMitsumi’s LED Streetlights with Multiple
Sensors
MINEBEA MITSUMI Inc. (MinebeaMitsumi) announces that a
demonstration experiment for the development of smart city
solutions will start from September 1, 2020 with the support of the
concept demonstration promotion Team Osaka. With our unique
wireless technology and mounted environmental sensors and a
camera on smart lighting, MinebeaMitsumi’s smart city solution
aims to monitor the environmental conditions around the road,
traffic volume, flood water on the road, etc. In this demonstration
experiment, install street lights with sensors that can monitor
surrounding environmental conditions (wind speed/direction,
temperature/humidity, atmospheric pressure, rainfall, illumination,
UV and acceleration) on six roads managed by Osaka Prefecture.  
Read More: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4709

STANDARDS AND CYBER SECURITY
Study in UK Reveals Building to Net-Zero Standards Doesn’t
Cost a Fortune
The UK Green Building Council (UKGBC) has published a new
report, ‘Building the case for net-zero: A feasibility study into the
design, delivery and cost of new net-zero carbon buildings’. With
expert input from engineers, designers and cost consultants, this
new report takes a lucid look at the implications of designing for
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net-zero today. The study looked at two real-life buildings at the
design stage, one residential block and one office building. Read
More: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4677

including excess supply, as well as demand. The ultimate aim is
to build a regional renewable energy-sharing model.  Read more:
https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4713

Intellisense, UK Joins Cyber Security Alliance

US Department of Energy Announced $16 Million For Machine
Learning and Artificial Intelligence Research

The UK-headquartered company said the industrial software
market for capital and asset intensive industries like mining, oil
& gas and energy is at least 50 years old, and the segment is
dominated by two types of technology: Operations Technology
(OT), focused on managing asset operational performance, and
Information Technology (IT), focusing on managing internal
business processes. The OTCSA aims at bridging any dangerous
gaps in security for OT and IT systems, critical infrastructures
and industrial control systems. IntelliSense.io has created a new
systems category that sits at the intersection of IT and OT systems
incorporating data from both systems to deliver organization wide
process optimization targeting both machines and people. Read
More: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4679
MS-ISAC, DNG-ISAC, North America Sign MOU for Improved
Cyber Security
Two nonprofit organizations dedicated to protecting critical
infrastructure sectors in North America announced an
agreement to share cybersecurity information. The MultiState Information Sharing and Analysis Center® (MS-ISAC®)
and the Downstream Natural Gas Information Sharing and
Analysis Center (DNG-ISAC) have signed a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) to share cyber threat information that will
enable stronger protection for both sectors. The new agreement
will strengthen the cyber and physical defenses of the energy
sector, and meet one of the goals of the Cybersecurity Solarium
Commission — Promote National Resilience. SLTT organizations,
meanwhile, will benefit from cross-sector awareness, as
the SLTT government sector relies on the natural gas utility
and pipeline companies (for distribution and transmission) to
ensure governments and citizens have the power they need.
ead More: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4680

DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
Japanese Ministry on Blockchain Renewable Energy Solution
Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry announced the
continuation of its Regional Microgrid Construction Project, this
time with Kyocera, ALI Technologies, and REVEX. The second
phase of the project started in September and will last until
February 2022. It aims to build a regional microgrid and create a
blockchain-based model that could potentially be used throughout
Japan.
The project targets surplus electricity from solar power generators,
which are installed in ordinary households located in Odawara City
in Japan’s Kanagawa Prefecture. Excess electricity will be stored
in large batteries and electric vehicles (EVs). The blockchain-based
Regional Energy Management (REM) system designed by ALI
Technologies manages electricity that’s produced and consumed
locally. The system will centrally manage all power generation,
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The US Department of Energy
Focus is on Physical
(DOE) announced that it will
Sciences Research
provide $16 million for advanced
and Management of
research in machine learning (ML)
Complex Processes
and artificial intelligence (AI) for
both scientific investigation and
the management of complex systems. The funding will support
two sets of projects. The first set focuses on the development
of ML and AI for predictive modeling and simulation for research
across the physical sciences. The second set of projects focuses
on basic ML and AI research for “decision support” in managing
complex processes similar to those found in self-driving cars,
where ML and AI can make or aid in making decisions in real time.
The projects, which are led by a mix of universities and DOE
national laboratories, were chosen by competitive peer review
under two separate DOE Funding Opportunity Announcements
(along with parallel, companion DOE laboratory announcements),
“Scientific Machine Learning for Modeling and Simulations”
and “Artificial Intelligence and Decision Support for Complex
Systems,” issued by the Office of Advanced Scientific Computing
Research (ASCR) within DOE’s Office of Science. Read more:
https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4714
Indian Energy Tech Start-up Using AI to Help Electric Utilities
During Natural Disaster-Like Emergencies
The startup builds artificial
Sync Energy builds
intelligence (AI) tools that simplify
AI
tools that simplify
emergency and disaster response
emergency and
planning for electric power
disaster response
distribution companies.   The
planning for electric
platform helps electric utilities
reduce customer downtimes
power distribution
and be better informed about
companies.
the impact of a disaster before
it actually strikes. This, in-turn, help electric power companies to
decrease costs associated with emergency-related power outages.  
Sync Energy has become a global startup headquartered in New
York, with its India office in the process of being established in
Kolkata, India. It is powered by the passion of a 12-person team,
scattered throughout the US, India, Denmark, and Ghana.   Read
more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4715
Vanderbilt Researcher Receives $3.9 Million in Grants from
US Energy Department to Redesign Regional Transit System
Using Artificial Intelligence, Community Engagement
A $2.1 million grant from the National Science Foundation and a
$1.8 million grant from the U.S. Department of Energy will provide
funding for Vanderbilt researcher Abhishek Dubey, assistant
professor of electrical engineering and computer science,
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Vanderbilt University, USA to reimagine regional transit systems
using cutting-edge data science techniques through a group of
projects called Smart Transit. Both grants will fund projects with
the Chattanooga Area Regional Transportation Authority and will
be led by Dubey’s Smart and resilient Computing for Physical
Environments Lab within Vanderbilt’s Institute for Software
Integrated Systems.
Dubey’s NSF project, “Mobility for all:   Harnessing emerging
transit solutions for underserved communities,” will focus on
developing technology to design micro-transit systems to serve
areas where fixed line transit is not economical. The system would
dynamically generate routes that will easily enable passengers
to access service from stops based on rider demand, similar to
ride sharing shuttle or pool service. In addition, the grants provide
funding for community engagement efforts to understand key
challenges and communicate new solutions in service adoption.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4716
Landis+Gyr and Vodafone Business Announce Partnership
to Deliver Innovative Cellular IoT Capabilities for Energy
Management
Landis+Gyr
and
Vodafone
The partnership
announced a strategic global
expands
network
agreement
using
Vodafone
options,
simplifies
Business’
IoT
services.
integration of grid
Landis+Gyr
utility
customers
edge devices, and
can benefit from Landis+Gyr’s
Gridstream® Connect solution
accelerates digital
providing reliable and secure
transformation for
service accessing multiple carrier
utilities
networks without the hassle of
needing to manage multiple subscription contracts. The global
nature of the agreement ensures seamless access to more than
400 networks in 180 countries using a single subscriber identity
profile.   Building on IoT zero-touch capability, Landis+Gyr utility
customers will benefit from improved deployment speed and
management of cellular smart grid devices. In addition, the
partnership delivers unprecedented low-power wide-area (LPWA)
technology capabilities today, with the ability to seamlessly
transition to 5G networks where and when these networks are
available. Combined with a long-term services contract, the
solution provides unprecedented coverage to ensure longevity
matching the lifecycle of utility assets. Read more: https://
indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4717
Japanese Firm Ricoh Started Development of Blockchain
Enabled Energy Tracking System to Increase Use of
Renewables
Japanese firm Ricoh recently announced development of a
platform that uses blockchain to make renewable energy systems
more efficient by tracking power generation and consumption in
real time. The firm primarily produces electronic products, including
cameras and office supplies such as printers and photocopiers and
has been trading since 1936.
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The 2011 nuclear disaster at Fukushima resulted in Japan heavily
depending upon fossil fuels. The country’s energy self-sufficiency
dropped to just 9.6% by 2019, as most nuclear power plants
were shut down. Hence the demand for renewable energy and
systems to make its use easier and more efficient. This power
transaction management system is part of Ricoh’s commitment
to the widespread sustainability push, through which it hopes to
reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by 63% by 2030. It has also
pledged to go carbon neutral by 2050, a promise reinforced by its
membership of the RE100. Ricoh’s platform will monitor renewable
energy levels at every stage of the supply chain from generation to
consumption. It will then immutably record this information on a
consortium blockchain visible to a limited number of organizations.
Read more: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4718
OpenAI is Giving Microsoft Exclusive Access to its GPT-3
Language Model
Microsoft announced that it would begin exclusively licensing
GPT-3, the world’s largest language model, built by San Francisco–
based OpenAI. The model acts like a powerful autocomplete: it
can generate essays given the starting sentence, songs given
a musical intro, or even web page layouts given a few lines of
HTML code. Microsoft says it will begin making use of these
capabilities in its products and services, though it didn’t specify
details. The companies say OpenAI will continue to offer its publicfacing API, which allows chosen users to send text to GPT-3 or
OpenAI’s other models and receive its output. Only Microsoft,
however, will have access to GPT-3’s underlying code, allowing
it to embed, repurpose, and modify the model as it pleases.
Read more:  https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4702

SMART WATER AND SMART GAS
Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) to be Floated for Smart City,
Drinking Water Supply Projects in Puducherry
France will collaborate with the territorial administration to
implement the project
The territorial administration will set up Special Purpose Vehicles
to oversee implementation of the Smart City Project and
Agence Francaise Development (AFD) assisted drinking water
scheme in Puducherry, said Chief Minister of Puducherry Shri V.
Narayanasamy.
It was announced that the Special Purpose Vehicles would
consist of government officials, representatives of AFD, and
experts from various fields. The Smart City project, involving
an investment of `1,850 crore, will have the centre’s share
of `500 crore and an equal contribution by the territorial
administration. It would provide technical assistance and provide
a financial assistance of `500 crore. Around 15 companies
based in France would partner in the Smart City project
Read More: https://indiasmartgrid.org/viewnews.php?id=4720
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ANNOUNCING India Smart Utility Week (ISUW 2021)

India
SMART UTILITY
Week 2021

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE AND
EXHIBITION ON SMART ENERGY AND
SMART MOBILITY FOR SMART CITIES  

02 March - 06 March 2021
New Delhi, India
www.isuw.in

ISUW 2021 Conference and Exhibition Program
2nd March 2021
Tuesday

Master Classes

3rd March 2021
Wednesday

4th March 2021
Thursday

Conference &
Exhibition

Conference &
Exhibition

Welcome Reception

5th March 2021
Friday
Conference &
Exhibition
ISGF Innovation
Awards & Gala Dinner

6th March 2021
Saturday
Technical Tours
Cultural Tours
(Optional)

For Queries Regarding Sponsorship, Exhibition and Participation, Contact India Smart Grid Forum
Email: isuw@isuw.in | Website: www.isuw.in
@ISUW2021 | @India Smart Grid Forum | @ISUW2021 | @India Smart Grid Forum

CALL FOR TECHNICAL PAPERS ABSTRACTS
India Smart Utility Week (ISUW) 2021
ISGF Invites Technical Paper Abstracts for ISUW 2021 on Themes such as Electric Mobility, Smart Grids for Smart Cities, Foundational
Blocks for Smart Grids, Emerging Trends, Disruptive Innovations for Utilities, Regulations for Smart Grids and Power Markets, 250
Million Smart Meters in India – Rollout Strategies and Business Models, Towards 100% Renewables, Smart Water and Smart City
Gas Distribution.For details and topics under each theme, please visit http://www.isgw.in/technical-paper-isuw-2021/
Experts and Researchers on Smart Grid Technologies are Eligible to Submit Technical Papers. Abstract in Max 250 words to be
submitted with this application latest by 15th November 2020.For queries email us at tp@isuw.in  
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Announcing Distribution Utility Meet (DUM) 2020
Organizing Partner

Supported By

DUM 2020

India Smart Grid Forum

MINISTRY OF POWER
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

Host Utilities

Knowledge Partners

Fourth Annual Conference of Power Distribution
Utilities for Collaborative Growth
27 – 28 November 2020

ON DIGITAL PLATFORM
dum@indiasmartgrid.org | www.dumindia.in

OBJECTIVES
Brainstorm how to
cope with the newnormal and preparing
for the next-normal
post-Covid-19

Discuss digitalization
of processes and
operations of utilities
leveraging existing
systems at incremental
cost

Discuss and evaluate
new and emerging
technologies, business
models and monetization
options for utilities

Evaluate regulatory,
policy, financial and
business challenges of
DISCOMs for
digitalization and
remote working and
operations

Discuss case studies
and best practices
from across the
globe

THEMES OF DUM 2020
Policies and Regulations for
the Digital Discoms

Digitalization in Discoms
• What all Systems and
Processes can be Digitalized
and Automated on Fast-Track at
Incremental Cost?
• Robotic Process Automation
(RPA) – Priority Functions for
RPA
• Roadmap to ‘FULL PAPER-LESS”
and CONTACT-LESS Operations

• Regulatory Challenges for
Digitalization and Remote
Operations/Working
• Changes in Regulations for
“PAPER-LESS” Operations
• Impact of the Proposed
Electricity Act on DISCOMs
• DISCOM Privatization Plans

Discoms After COVID-19
• Functions/Operations Not Being
Attended Regularly and the Plan for
Mitigation/Clearing Backlog
• Work Place “Re-Entry” Strategies
• Employee Wellness Plans
• Collaboration Platforms
• Impact of COVID-19 on Operational Cost
• Business Continuity and Resiliency
Planning

250 Million Smart
Meters

New Revenue
Opportunities for Discoms

• Prepaid or Post-paid or • Regulated and Non
Regulated Businesses
Mix of Both?
through Unlocking
• DISCOM-wise or
Physical and Digital
State-wise or
Assets
Centralized Rollout?
• Standard Bidding
Documents and Model Virtual Tour of Exhibition
Contract
Booths
• Key Challenges

PARTICIPATION OPPORTUNITIES
3-D Exhibition Booth
PLATINUM: Premium Features

70000 + 18% GST
USD 1000+18% GST

INR

3-D Exhibition Booth
GOLD: Limited Features

40000 + 18% GST
USD 550+18% GST

INR

Delegates

3000 + 18% GST
USD 50+18% GST

INR

For Special participation packages, list of features of the booth and other enquiry please write to ronkini.shome@indiasmartgrid.org

Participation of Discom and Government officials is complimentary and unlimited passes are available.
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